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VALUE-ADDED PROGRAM:

Online Marketing  
Analysis for Attendees

Case Study:
Westfield Manufacturing

Westfield Manufacturing had a problem. After completing their 

third Website redesign in as many years, they could not generate

business-building results online. After attending one of Bob’s 

‘Build an Online Marketing Machine’ presentations, they thought 

he could help and signed up for Bob’s Online Marketing Analysis.

 

After a brief interview to learn more about  

Westfield’s business, Bob analyzed their Website 

and other online marketing initiatives to determine 

their Online Marketing Strength Score.  Westfield 

Manufacturing scored a 2.6 out of 5 and Bob 

uncovered a number of significant issues that 

were hampering their online marketing  

performance, including:

   n There was no sound keyword strategy

   n The Website was not optimized for  

 search engines

   n The site’s navigation was cumbersome

   n The site was not optimized to generate leads

   n There was no email nurturing program in place

 

Not only did Bob’s Analysis uncover these issues, but it also 

provided detailed recommendations on how to resolve them.  

After meeting with Bob to review the analysis, the Westfield 

Manufacturing team brought it home to their Web designer 

to begin work.

 

Within six months of receiving Bob’s Online Marketing 

Analysis, the Westfield manufacturing team addressed the 

majority of the issues – and the results speak for themselves.  

Thanks to Bob’s recommendations, Westfield’s Website 

traffic doubled and their online leads tripled.

Online Marketing 
Strength Report 
Card: An at-a-glance 
review of 20 important 
factors, each individually 
scored on a range of  
1 to 5.
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Detailed Recommendations on How to 
Improve Each Factor:  Each of the scored 
factors has a corresponding page that describes 
why they received the score, and specifically what 
they need to do to boost their strength.
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